Background: Accumulated to-date microarray data on ischemia reperfusion injury (IRI) of kidney represent a powerful source for identifying new targets and mechanisms of kidney IRI. In this study, we conducted a meta-analysis of gene expression profiles of kidney IRI in human, pig, rat, and mouse models, using a new scoring method to correct for the bias of overrepresented species. The gene expression profiles were obtained from the public repositories for 24 different models. After filtering against inclusion criteria 21 experimental settings were selected for meta-analysis and were represented by 11 rat models, 6 mouse models, and 2 models each for pig and human, with a total of 150 samples. Meta-analysis was conducted using expression-based genome-wide association study (eGWAS). The eGWAS results were corrected for a rodent species bias using a new weighted scoring algorithm, which favors genes with unidirectional change in expression in all tested species. Results: Our meta-analysis corrected for a species bias, identified 46 upregulated and 1 downregulated genes, of which 26 (55%) were known to be associated with kidney IRI or kidney transplantation, including LCN2, CCL2, CXCL1, HMOX1, ICAM1, ANXA1, and TIMP1, which justified our approach. Pathway analysis of our candidates identified "Acute renal failure panel" as the most implicated pathway, which further validates our new method. Among new IRI candidates were 10 novel (<5 published reports related to kidney IRI) and 11 new candidates (0 reports related to kidney IRI) including the most prominent candidates ANXA2, CLDN4, and TYROBP. The cross-species expression pattern of these genes allowed us to generate three workable hypotheses of kidney IRI, one of which was confirmed by an additional study. Conclusions: Our first in the field kidney IRI meta-analysis of 150 microarray samples, corrected for a species bias, identified 10 novel and 11 new candidate genes. Moreover, our new meta-analysis correction method improved gene candidate selection by identifying genes that are model and species independent, as a result, function of these genes can be directly extrapolated to the disease state in human and facilitate translation of potential diagnostic or therapeutic properties of these candidates to the bedside.
Background
There is accumulating evidence for the direct correlation between duration of donor organ ischemia and rejection rates [1, 2] . Therefore, the development of protective therapies for ischemia reperfusion injury (IRI) of transplanted organs is of great importance. However, the mechanisms by which IRI predisposes to allograft injury are poorly understood. To capture this complex process, global gene expression profiling has been intensively utilized and its results made available to public. The accumulated data represent a remarkable substrate for the analysis of global molecular changes invoked by kidney IRI in different experimental settings. However, most of the kidney IRI data is generated using rodent experimental models. Therefore, we hypothesized that correction of meta-analysis of IRI-implicated genes for a species bias will not only improve new gene candidate selection, but will identify genes that are model and species independent. Therefore, the new diagnostic or therapeutic properties discovered for these genes will be easier translated to a clinical use.
Results and discussion
The 21 experimental settings used for our meta-analysis comprised 150 samples (65 shams and 85 IRIs). The combined data set had 12 post-ischemia time-points represented by five different platforms (ABI, Affymetrix, Agilent, Amersham, and Illumina) and four species (human, pig, rat, and mouse) and was stratified by the recovery time after ischemia ( Table 1) .
The cross-referencing microarray platforms resulted in universal 17,575 genes, which were analyzed by eGWAS. The eGWAS ranked genes by the likelihood that repeated differential expression for a given gene was due to chance, then controlled for multiple-hypothesis testing using Bonferroni threshold (P < 2.84 × 10
−6
). The eGWAS identified 75 candidate genes ( Figure 1 , Additional file 1). To correct this result for species and platform bias, these 75 genes were cross-referenced against 116 candidates identified by the weighted scoring (W-score) algorithm ( Figure 2 , Additional file 2). The resulting 47 genes were divided into three tiered candidate lists ( Figure 2 , Additional file 3). First tier contains 20 genes, which responded to IRI in all time points, or in 4 consequent time points (Table 1, Figure 2 ). Second tier contains 23 genes, which responded to IRI in 3 consequent time points (1-36 h, 4 h-10 days, or 24 h-3 month; Figure 2 ) and third tier contains 4 candidates, which responded to IRI only at 2 time points.
To evaluate, whether our tight filtering affected biological relevance of retained 47 gene candidates, we conducted Ingenuity Pathway Analysis (IPA). The IPA of 47 candidates identified Acute Renal Failure Panel as the top IRI affected pathway (P < 0.000001, Additional file 4). The pathway analysis for each time-point was conducted using significant candidates, identified by W-scoring: 430, 684, 1069, 369, and 93 genes for 1-2 hours, 4-8 hours, 24-36 hours, 3-10 days; 3-5 month after IRI, respectively. The five sets of pathways were generated. The pathways, which were among the top three pathways in at least two consecutive time points are reported in Figure 3 by their significance: "Acute Renal Failure Panel", "Liver Necrosis/ Cell Death, Renal Necrosis/Cell Death", "Persistent Renal IRI", and "Hepatic Fibrosis". This result further validated our findings and addressed concern that our algorithm puts a strong filter on candidate gene selection, which might inappropriately restrict the biological relevance of the results.
To identify relevance of our candidates to kidney IRI we linked 47 genes to 3 terms: "kidney IRI", "kidney transplantation", and "kidney injury" using PubMatrix tool [3] . This approach identified 26 genes (55.3%) as well established kidney IRI genes (≥5 combined citations (CC) of 3 search terms), 10 (21.2%) novel genes (5 > CC > 0) with top candidates ADAMTS1, ANXA2, and TYROBP; and 11 (23.5%) new genes (CC = 0) with top candidates ARPC1B, EGR2, and CLDN4 (Additional file 3). The detailed analysis of 20 tier-one candidates revealed significant association of 70% (14 out of 20 genes) with kidney injury, IRI, or transplantation (Table 1) , which once again confirmed biological feasibility of our method.
The comparison of 47 gene candidates that were selected by both eGWAS and W-scoring algorithms with 28 candidates selected by eGWAS but not W-scoring algorithms (Additional file 5) demonstrated that our algorithms filtered out genes with higher bias of rodent models and lower contribution of human models (39.3% of filtered out by our algorithm genes were selected by eGWAS solely based on the rodent models and only 35.7% were selected using human data). On the other hand, among the W-scoring retained candidates only 14.9% of genes was selected based on rodent models and more than half of the retained candidates (51.5%) were selected using human data (Additional file 5).
These findings suggest that expression patterns of gene candidates selected by the W-scoring algorithm are shared at higher degree amongst species, therefore they might have higher rates of success during further validation in different models. Three of these candidates allowed us to generate three workable hypotheses, one of which was confirmed by an additional study.
Genes in which the whole family was involved in kidney IRI became our primary candidates. The first such gene was ANXA2 from the annexin A family. Its counterpart ANXA1 is a well known kidney IRI gene [4, 5] , which conformingly had the highest kidney IRI association P-value ( Figure 1 ). Based on the knowledge that ANXA1 protects kidney against IRI via its potent neutrophil anti-migratory activity [4] , one can predict the same ). The genes symbols indicate genes that are most significantly associated with kidney IRI, where underscored symbols indicate new candidate genes.
function for the new candidate ANXA2. However, the other well studied annexin ANXA5, exerts its antiinflammatory effect via a different mechanism: by blocking phosphatidylserine dependent inflammatory signaling [5] . Therefore, we hypothesize that ANXA2 will alleviate kidney IRI via its antiinflamatory action, but by which mechanism remains to be investigated. Yet, the reported association of ANXA2 with tubular injury [6] will steer the future studies towards the epithelial component of kidney.
Our next candidate CLDN4 was from the claudin family. This family has the same basic function of maintaining epithelial barrier integrity and controlling paracellular Time after ischemia (hours, log) Figure 3 Ischemia time related pathway analysis of universal interspecies IRI genes. Genes that were significantly affected by IRI in more than one species at each selected time-point were analyzed by Ingenuity pathway tool. The top three significant pathways from each time-point were identified, and those that were present among top pathways at least twice were plotted against time-course of the IRI. The y axis represents negative log of p-value assigned by Ingenuity algorithm (Fisher Exact test) to a pathway. The p-value that corresponds to numeric 0.05 is depicted by the dashed line. The x axis represents time course in log 10 format. The position of each depicted pathway in the list of pathways is shown in the insert table.
transport via regulation of tight junctions between neighboring cells. Claudins are highly conserved throughout evolution and are located in close proximity in the human genome [7] . Our candidate CLDN4 is located within 50 kb of CLDN3 on chromosome 7. Furthermore, the CLDN3/ CLDN4 tandem demonstrates a coordinate expression in several normal and neoplastic tissues [8] . This was concordant with our data ( Figure 4A ). Although CLDN3 did not satisfy Bonferroni threshold, it was ranked by our W-scoring algorithm higher (rank 22) than CLDN4 (rank 78) (Additional file 2). Moreover, the overall trend in its expression pattern was close to that of CLDN4 ( Figure 4A ). The slight differences in expression of the tandem CLDN3/CLDN4 members might be attributed to the additional cortex location of CLDN3 where expression pattern of CLDN3 might differ ( Figure 4B ). Based on the report that the renal protective agent lypoxin, which is thought to exert its protective effects via significant downregulation of numerous IRI-inducible genes, including claudins [9] , we hypothesized that the suppression of claudins, which delays the restoration of epithelial integrity, might be beneficial during IRI. We propose a mechanism where the leaky intercellular connections permits nonspecific paracellular dumping of excess inflammatory cytokines into the tubular urinary flow, thus clearing kidney tissue from injurious molecules and decreasing inflammation.
The last candidate, TYROBP, had the highest W-score among novel/new candidates and satisfied Bonferroni threshold (Table 1 and Figure 1 ). This gene was also the only new candidate expressed at all time points (Figure 2) . TYROBP is expressed in circulating immune cells and plays a crucial role in natural killer (NK) cell signaling. To date the known tissue specificity of TYROBP is restricted to the immune system and this gene was indirectly linked to kidney IRI via studies of non-specific response by circulating immune cells [10] . There are no reports on the expression of TYROBP in kidney tissues (http://www. genecards.org). However, our observations suggested otherwise. Analyzing IRI effects in cortex and medulla of rat kidney reported by Krishnamoorthy et al. [11] we noticed an unexpected pattern in expression of TYROBP. Knowing that >90% of kidney blood flow occurs in the cortex; we anticipated that infiltration of immune cells will occur mainly in this compartment of the kidney, therefore, the expression of TYROBP will be higher in the cortex. Surprisingly, we observed the opposite ( Figure 4C ). Moreover, the marker of NK, CD160 [12] was not changed in either the cortex or in the medulla, suggesting that the TYROBP signal is coming not from immune cells, but rather from kidney tissues. This stipulation was indirectly supported by the fact that expression of TYROBP was detected in liver tissue as well [13] , an important link, since the transcriptional response of liver to IRI in our study was similar to that of kidney (Figure 3) .
To test this hypothesis we conducted real time PCR studies in the human kidney cell line HK-2. We simulated IRI in this cell using oxygen-glucose deprivation followed by recovery in regular media. This study demonstrated detectable expression of TYROBP in human kidney cells (Additional file 6: Figure S1 ) and its responsiveness to simulated IRI ( Figure 5) .
Thus, TYROBP is a fascinating therapeutic target, the inhibition of which might protect the kidney from NKs. 
Conclusions
In the presented study, we investigated the response of four different biological systems to kidney ischemia using new pipeline eGWAS -W-scoring. This algorithm allowed us to identify reliable IRI candidate genes and select new promising candidates for further studies. Based on our findings we were able to propose three new hypotheses and provide supporting evidence for one of them.
In summary, our first in the field kidney IRI metaanalysis of 150 microarray samples using eGWAS in combination with our new algorithm of correcting species contribution to the IRI molecular signal, identified 10 novel and 11 new gene candidates, of which 3 described above can lead to discovery of new unsuspected mechanisms of IRI. Moreover, a decreased bias of these genes for the most popular kidney IRI researched rodent model will facilitate investigation of their functions in non-rodent models and accelerate translation of their potential diagnostic and/or therapeutic properties to the bedside.
Methods

Data
The kidney IRI datasets were uploaded from the public genomics data repositories Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO, NCBI, (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo) and ArrayExpress (EBI, http://www.ebi.ac.uk/arrayexpress). The term "kidney ischemia" was submitted to the database and 136 entries were returned (as of April 2012), 24 of which were data series and the remaining data were either array platforms or individual samples.
The inclusion criteria for retrieved data were: 1) the array samples must represent genome wide studies of the whole kidney by established microarray platforms with the number of interrogated sequences >5,000, thus excluding pathway oriented and small custom platforms, which will introduce tissue or biological process bias; 2) the experimental settings must have untreated (placebo or sham) and unmodified (wild type) subjects; 3) the IRI model must be based on the bilateral kidney injury (i.e. bilateral clamping), the unilateral models were excluded; and 4) n ≥ 5 per each comparison group (sham + IRI) group.
The studies that satisfied our inclusion criteria are listed in Table 2 . Six data series with assigned GEO ID included 9 independent time points of IRI. The specific GEO sample IDs (GSM), which were used for this study and a brief description of experimental settings is listed below starting with the author. Kusaka et al. [14] : (Rat whole kidney isografts from brain dead donors, shams n = 3; ischemia 6 hours and reperfusion 1 hour n = 3) GSM115035, GSM115037, GSM115038.
Yuen et al. [15] : (Rat whole kidney, both renal pedicles were clamped for 40 min, reperfused for 2 (n = 4) or 8 (n = 3) hours with 3 common shams) GSM71831, GSM71835, GSM72108, GSM72109, GSM72114, GSM72117, GSM72229, GSM72253, GSM72281, GSM72502.
Hanto et al. [16] : (Pig whole kidney, renal pedicles were clamped for 1 hour and reperfused for 4 (n = 4) or 24 (n = 4) hours with 2 common controls) GSM359391, GSM359392, GSM359393, GSM359395, GSM359397, GSM359399, GSM359401, GSM359403, GSM359405, GSM359407.
Krishnamoorthy et al. [11] (Rat cortex and medulla from ischemic (bilateral 20 min clamping) kidneys, which were reperfused for 6 hours (n = 6) 24 hours (n = 6) and 120 hours (n = 6) with 6 common shams. The microarray data was generated for cortex and medula: GSM674258-81.
Viñas et al. [17] : (Rat whole kidney from SpragueDawley and Brown Norway strains, bilateral clamping for 45 min, reperfusion for 24 hours (n = 3) with 3 shams) GSM251560-61, GSM251586, GSM251588, GSM251591, GSM251593-95, GSM280410-11, GSM280416-17.
Naesens [18] : (Human kidney biopsies before (n = 14) and 90 days after (n = 14) transplantation) GSM281084, GSM281259, GSM281276-77, GSM281346-47, GSM281351-52, GSM281667-73.
The other 4 gene expression profiles were generated, studied and reported by our group [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . Grigoryev et al: Mouse whole kidney, bilateral clamping for 1 hour, reperfusion for 6 (n = 3) or 36 (n = 3) hours with corresponding shams (n = 5, n = 3, respectively) [19] .
Lui et al: Mouse whole kidney, bilateral clamping for 30 min, reperfusion for 24 hours (n = 3) with sham operated controls (n = 3) [20] .
Grigoryev et al: Human kidney biopsies, 11 paired samples before and 24 hours after transplantation [21, 22] .
Ko et al: Mouse whole kidney, bilateral clamping for 30 min, reperfusion for 3, 10, or 28 days (n = 3 for each time point) with corresponding sham operated controls (total n = 9) [23] .
Standardizing platforms
All single channel arrays were reanalyzed using Significance Analysis of Microarrays (SAM 2.20) [24] , which was conducted using 300 permutations without application of arbitrary restrictions [25] , as described previously [26] . The fold change values from the multiple channel platform (GPL890) were used directly and log2 ratio p-values were used in place of d score where p < 0.01 was considered significant. The numeric q-values on other platforms were converted to log2 values to facilitate computing of average cross-platform q-value for a given gene. The log incompatible q = 0 we converted to the closest power fraction that SAM called above 0. For example, the lowest fractional call for q in rat dataset from Vinas et al. was q = 0.80 and all other genes with higher significance had q = 0. We converted these 0 q-values to 0.1. The lowest fractional call for q-value in rat dataset from Krishamoorthy et al. was q = 0.02 and all other genes with higher significance had a q-value = 0. We converted these 0 q-values to 0.01.
The resulting data sets comprised 5 columns: combined probe IDs, gene name, gene symbol, d score, and fold change. The probe IDs across different microarray platforms for mouse, rat, and human were linked using array information library universal navigator (AILUN) tool (http://ailun.stanford.edu) [27] , the probes that remained unmatched by AILUN and probes from pig arrays were linked to the AILUN created mouse-rat-human dataset via their gene symbol entries.
Expression-based genome-wide association study (eGWAS)
The eGWAS was conducted as described previously [28] . Briefly, to estimate differences between groups of samples from IRI subjects and sham controls, the d score, which denotes the standardized change in gene expression [28] was used (calculation of d-score was performed using SAM 2.20 as described above). Genes with an absolute value of d score ≥2 or a fold change ≥2 between shams and IRI were considered significantly dysregulated. There were total of 17,575 known genes across all microarray platforms. For every one of the 17,575 genes, the observed number of microarray experiments in which each gene was significantly dysregulated was derived. Then the P values from the number of positive/negative experiments for each gene and sum of the number of positive/negative experiments for all other genes was calculated using a 2 × 2 chi-square analysis or a Fisher's exact test as an alternative method, and ranked all of the genes according to their P value (-log 10 P).
Weighted scoring algorithm
Given that available data was skewed towards rodent models: 13 arrays for mouse and rat models and 4 arrays for pig and human models, there was a need for species bias correction. The straightforward approach of analyzing each species individually and then combining data will greatly decrease statistical power of meta-analysis. Therefore, we completed the meta-analysis of all arrays together and then cross-referenced obtained results with the unbiased gene list, which was generated using a weighted scoring algorithm modified from our previously reported approach [29] . Given that FC is heavily dependent on the platform (i.e. data submitted as RMA output provides relatively low FC values even for the most affected genes comparing to GCOS output of the same data) our algorithm favors the unidirectional gene expression over the magnitude of FC and uses the former as a multiplying factor and the later as a summation factor during score calculation. First we averaged fold change and q values for the genes that had multiple probe sets on the same array, then the genes were scored based on the FC values in the log2 increments. The upregulated genes with 1.2 ≤ FC < 2 had score 1; 2 ≤ FC < 4 had score 2; 4 ≤ FC < 8 had score 3; 8 ≤ FC < 16 had score 4; FC > 16 had score 5. The same method was used for the downregulated genes, where scores ranged from -1 to −5.
The scores from different species were converted into the common weighted scores (W-score) using our heuristic scoring algorithm [29] . The calculation was based on the score of individual expression signal (m) and the number of tested species (i) where this signal was detected. The W-score (W) of a gene was then defined as a sum of m reduced (penalized) by the unidirectional coefficient (bracketed expression of the formula). The unidirectional coefficient was computed as a total number of tested species reduced by the number of species, in which a given gene was not changed (i ns ) and by the double number of species, in which a given gene was oppositely expressed; then divided by the number of tested species. Thus, if all species demonstrate unidirectional expression for a given gene, the W of the gene is simply the sum of individual scores for each tested species.
To eliminate the species bias all arrays from the same species were combined, scored using the described algorithm and converted back to the representative FC using the resulting score divided by the number of biological replicates. As an example we offer the description of scoring for the CCL2 gene at time point 24 h -36 h: FC rat1 = 2.0, FC rat2 = 2. The reducing (penalizing) system for the W was based on the biological meaningfulness. For instance, the gene A which was present on arrays for all four species but was upregulated in three of them and in the fourth species had no change in expression should be scored lower than gene B which was upregulated in all four species, but scored higher than gene C, which was upregulated in three species but downregulated in the fourth species.
Assuming that all four species from the example above have FC = 2, then we will have the following three scores: [2,2,2,2] (2 + 2 + 2 + 2)×4/4 → score = 8; [2, 2, 2, 0] (2 + 2 + 2 + 0)×(4-1)/4 → score = 4.5; [2, 2, 2, -2] (2 + 2 + 2-2)×(4-2)/4 → score = 2. The detailed example of scoring matrix is provided in Additional file 7.
For candidate gene selection throughout all time points the universal cutoff for the score value was set at 2, which represents 2 ≤ FC < 4; and false discovery rate (q-value) was set at the level of 10%. The resulting gene list was filtered using W > 10 (which represents FC = 2 in all five time-points) and q < 10.
Pathway analysis
The pathway analysis, which identifies the most relevant biological processes to a specific list of candidate genes, was conducted using the Ingenuity Pathways Knowledge Base tool (IPA, Ingenuity Systems, Inc., Redwood City, CA.) as described previously [19, 30] . For this analysis we generated individual gene lists for each time point, therefore the cutoffs for the score value were also set individually and were equal to the number of tested species in a particular time point (Additional file 4). Gene symbols from the resulting gene lists were submitted to the IPA and analyzed using "Tox Lists" tool. Significance of the identified pathways was tested by the IPA imbedded Fisher Exact test p-value [31] .
Automated literature search
PubMatrix (multiplex literature mining tool) analysis [3] was conducted as described previously [32] . We restricted our search to human symbols approved by HUGO Gene Nomenclature Committee (HGNC), which were enriched by all aliases and former (discontinued) symbols for selected candidate genes (http://www.genenames.org). The symbols with the hyphen and double names separated by a slash were filtered out. As a result our 47 candidates were combined with 109 aliases and cross-referenced with terms "kidney injury", "kidney ischemia reperfusion injury", and "kidney transplantation". The biomedical literature reference count for a given gene was represented by the highest number among all aliases of a given gene. The genes with number of references N ≥ 5 were considered to have established association with kidney IRI, 5 > N > 0 were considered novel, and N = 0 were considered new.
Evaluating the effects of the weighted scoring algorithm
To evaluate the effect of our new algorithm on the selection of gene candidates, we compared the overall species
